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1.

The road to success in DBS therapy passes through the ability to cope with surgical and technical
complications. (This Thesis).

2.

The error sources in stereotactic DBS procedures that are linked to the human hand sensitivity have not
been a serious research subject until today. (This Thesis).

3.

To reach a high level of precision in stereotactic surgeries, there are several sources of potential error
which should be taken into account. (This Thesis).

4.

With MER, alternative trajectories are immediately available. The trajectory with the second longest
and, if needed, the third longest STN activity can be used as alternative trajectories. (This Thesis).

5.

MER procedure may be more valuable for the permanent electrode implantation of second side
of a bilateral DBS surgery than the first side in order to compensate error sources that might arise
intraoperatively. (This Thesis).

6.

The success of the therapy relies on three main factors: the appropriate selection of patients, the
accurate placement of the DBS lead in the sensorimotor regions of the target nuclei, and optimal choice
of electrical parameters for stimulation. (William J. Marks, Jr)

7.

Neurons that fire together, wire together. (Donald Olding Hebb)

8.

We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a very average star. But we can
understand the Universe. That makes us something very special. (Stephen William Hawking)

9.

I hated every minute of training, but I said, ‘Don’t quit. Suffer now and live the rest of your life as a
champion. (Muhammad Ali)

10.

A wizard is never late, nor is he early, he arrives precisely when he means to. (John Ronald Reuel Tolkien)
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a surgical therapy used in the treatment of several neurological disorders such
as Parkinson’s Disease (PD), essential tremor (ET), dystonia, epilepsy, and psychiatric disorders including
obsessive-compulsive disorder and depression1-6. Today, DBS therapy has become a widely applied procedure
throughout the world and has largely replaced ablative surgery for neurological and psychiatric diseases7.
Since the introduction of DBS therapy clinically, several individual technologies have been used in order to
locate the implantable electrodes in the desired anatomical targets. Stereotactic frames were the fundamental
surgical instruments for DBS therapy and were evolved for daily requirements. In the early years, radiological
imaging needs were met with ventriculography8. Then, the imaging technique was evolved to computed
tomography (CT) and later to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). With the advances in radiological imaging
technologies, stereotactic measurements on radiological films were abandoned and stereotactic planning
softwares were developed in order to ease the surgeon’s approach for anatomical targeting. Electrophysiological
recording devices were developed and used with the purpose of examining neurophysiological activities and
investigating the effects/side effects of electrical stimulation of related anatomical structures within the brain,
which is called macrostimulation. Additionally, these devices were further developed in order to perform
and analyze local field potential (LFP) recordings. All these elaborated technologies and developments have
led the DBS surgical protocols to evolve and shape the golden standards of the surgical application of DBS
therapy9, 10.
Today, surgical instruments and technologies provide countless important advantages for surgical teams
during DBS electrode implantation. Anatomical brain nuclei within the scope of DBS surgery can easily be
detected and located with detailed high definition radiological images11, 12. Stereotactic planning stations have
the capability to perform image fusion process with high speed and accuracy which makes surgical targeting
and stereotactic planning easier. Today, electrophysiological recording devices are not only used to analyze
and process signals but also can generate three-dimensional (3D) models of the investigated brain nuclei from
the neurophysiological signals13.
However, in order to have successful results with DBS therapy, all these technologies and instruments must
be used in harmony. Incompatibilities between surgical instruments/systems or errors due to lack of user
experience or information can decrease the success rate of the therapy. With respect to all these described
complexities, sceptic thoughts have arisen on the steps of DBS surgery and surgical procedure steps were
scientifically questioned on different platforms.
To date, complications related to surgical approach and implantable products/materials of DBS therapy
have been discussed and reported in several studies14. These surgical complications of DBS surgeries are
clearly known and can be managed in most cases15. However, there is very limited information on technical
complications linked to surgical instruments/systems and this issue has not been investigated in details.
Discussion of surgical instruments/systems related to complications seems to be a must for managing these
complications before they arise.
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Stereotactic frames and planning stations are the most crucial surgical instruments/systems for the application
of DBS surgery. These systems allow surgeons to work in sub-millimeter precision to reach deeply located
anatomical structures in the brain. Although users intend to use these systems with recommended standards
which are defined by the manufacturers, the weakness of human hand sensitivity in sub-millimetric tasks
has always been an important issue. Today, stereotactic frames are mounted to patient heads under stressful
conditions. Moreover, stereotactic coordinate calculations can still be performed manually by using the
calculation methods described in the literature without planning stations. The error sources in stereotactic
DBS procedures that are linked to the human hand sensitivity have not been a serious research subject until
today.
Indispensably, radiological information is required in DBS procedures with the purpose of preoperative
planning of the target nuclei in the brain and examining the quality of the positioned lead and its anatomical
correlation16. MRI technology has provided important advantages for the visualization of the anatomic
structures in the brain and is still the best radiological imaging option for stereotactic procedures. However, CT
is still a good option to extract stereotactic information due to some important advantages it has. Stereotactic
planning stations combine MR and CT images with a software process called image fusion to complement the
shortcomings of two independent image groups of the same patient. Due to the image quality and resolution
advantages in soft tissues, MR images are mostly preferred for targeting brain nuclei in DBS surgeries. Many
articles have been published on MRI of brain nuclei within the scope of DBS therapy which detailed the
imaging standards for different MR devices and sequences17, 18. Within the MR-CT image fusion concept,
CT images are mostly preferred for extracting the stereotactic coordinates of predefined anatomic targets19.
However, the information related to CT imaging standards is very limited and mostly defined by stereotactic
instrument manufacturers. Technically, stereotactic CT imaging can be performed at various slice thickness
rates within the range between 0.01mm and 5mm. However, as the slice thickness of the CT series decreases,
the image processing load of the stereotactic planning station and the amount of x-ray that the patient is
exposed to increase inversely20. At this point, investigation of very low-thickness stereotactic CT image usage
and the optimal slice thickness parameters for
 stereotactic CT imaging will prove valuable results.
Electrophysiology has made important contribution to DBS therapy in both clinical applications and preclinical
studies. Today, neurophysiological activity patterns of brain nuclei within the scope of DBS therapy are wellknown and these electrophysiological patterns guide the surgeon to determine the anatomic position of the
permanent electrodes that will be implanted during DBS surgeries21, 22.
Advances in surgical equipment technology have also led to the questioning of the systems that are used to
obtain intraoperative neurophysiological signals in DBS surgeries. Microelectrode recording (MER) is an
intraoperative electrophysiological signal recording method in DBS surgeries which is used to obtain and
investigate the neurophysiological signal patterns of the brain nuclei. Macro stimulation is mostly performed
to investigate the effects and side effects of acute stimulation intra-operatively at the neural activity location
which is determined by MER23. However, microelectrodes used during MER and macrostimulation applications
have initiated many controversies due to the surgical complications and the risks that their physical structures
can pose24, 25. Moreover, the time spent for MER and macrostimulation and the benefits of these applications
are often discussed26-30.
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Aim of the present study
In this study, we presented and questioned the factors that contribute to the DBS surgery from technical
perspective through five different aspects. In chapter 2, we presented the retrospective qualitative analysis
of complications from technical instruments/systems which were experienced during implantation of 921
DBS electrodes in our centers. In chapter 3, we reported the relationship between stereotactic accuracy
and stereotactic frame mounting through three different frame mounting scenarios with a phantom study. In
this section, we investigated the effect of asymmetrically performed stereotactic frame mounting on DBS
electrode implantation accuracy. In chapter 4, we investigated the effect of CT slice thickness on stereotactic
calculations. We analyzed this factor for most frequently preferred slice thickness parameters used in clinical
applications within the range between 0,5mm and 5 mm with another phantom study. In chapter 5, we
evaluated the requirement for MER use in DBS surgeries for PD patients, despite the advantages of MRI
technology serving with high definition and resolution radiological images for soft tissues. In chapter 6,
we discussed the role and the advantages of MER in DBS surgery of Parkinson’s disease patients and the
time-wise effect of MER in DBS surgeries. Finally in chapter 7, we presented an overall conclusion of our
work.
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Perioperative technical complications in deep brain stimulation surgeries
Alptekin, O., Kocabicak, E., Gubler, F. S., Ackermans, L., Kubben, P. L., Temel, Y. (2018).
Perioperative Technical Complications in Deep Brain Stimulation Surgeries.
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Abstract
Background: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgeries are multi-faceted and the various steps are interconnected.
Since its first implementation, the method of DBS surgery has undergone changes. We have encountered
several expected and also non-expected perioperative technical complications in the past seventeen years.
Here, we describe the stereotactic frame, stereotactic localizer and planning station related complications and
how we have managed them as much as possible.
Materials and Methods: This study is a retrospective qualitative analysis of the documented technical events
encountered during DBS surgeries from 1999 onwards. We have collected these events from a cohort of
approximately 921 DBS cases from the centers of the authors.
Results: Stereotactic frame related complications included movement-related fixation problems, head anatomy
related problems, and lack of maintenance related issues. Localizer related complications were compatibility
issues of the stereotactic localizer and planning station, field of view effect on fiducials, air bubbles in localizers
using liquid solutions, and disengaged localizer effect. Planning station related complications included image
fusion failures and CSF signal effect on image fusion.
Conclusions: The road to success in DBS therapy passes through the ability to cope with surgical and
technical complications. Each step is unconditionally connected to the other, detection of the problems that
can be encountered in advance and preparations for these negative conditions are the key to success for the
group responsible for executing the therapy. We are still learning from these events and advance our surgical
approaches.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation has become a widely applied procedure to treat patients with severe neurological and
psychiatric disorders. This treatment modality is multi-faceted, and consists of several steps including patient
selection, surgical planning of the anatomical target, surgical procedure, postoperative management and
programming of the DBS therapy1. The short- and long-term therapeutic effects of DBS for various disorders
have been documented extensively 2, 3. Although, the surgical4, hardware5 and target related complications of
DBS surgery are better recognized and managed, technical complications of DBS related to surgical planning
stations, surgical equipment, and implants are less well described. The authors have performed hundreds
of cases (>900 DBS surgeries) in seventeen years. Since then, we have encountered many expected and
unexpected, specific and general technical problems. Some of these technical problems were related to the
stereotactic frame, stereotactic localizer and planning station. In this study, we describe the technical problems
of DBS surgeries in detail and share our experience with these complications and their management for groups
who are willing to start a DBS program or who have recently started. A detailed discussion of the surgery, and
target related complications is beyond the scope of this article, and can be found elsewhere 6, 7.

Stereotactic frame related complications

In this section, we will discuss problems linked to the stereotactic frame, including movement-related fixation
problems, head-anatomy related problems and lack of maintenance related problems.

Movement-related fixation problems

Mounting the stereotactic frame in patients with severe hyperkinetic movement disorders is a well-known
challenge (Figure 1A). There are methods which can be helpful in these cases. One method is to apply ear
fixation (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) (Figure 1B).
Figure 1:
This figure shows the three methods of
mounting the stereotactic frame on the
head of the patient. In figure 1A, the
frame is fixated manually and mounted
using the screws. In figure 1B, an ear-plug
assisted fixation method and in figure 1C a
head-device supported fixation method is
illustrated.

An ear plug fits into the holder through one of its three holes. The hole that yields the required frame height
with respect to the skull is used. The highest frame position is achieved by inserting the plugs into the lowest
holes. After applying the ear plugs, the screws are tightened with a screwdriver to fixate the system to the head
of the patient in the desired position. However, a serious issue is that this procedure can be very painful and
cause substantial discomfort. In animal studies, usually a local anesthetic is applied to the ear 8. Another and
more recent method is the Stereotactic Position Aid device (Inomed, Emmendingen, Germany). The system
enables the orientation of patient’s head and frame before the frame screws are driven. This product can be
used for the majority of the stereotactic frames and produces less discomfort as compared to ear fixation
(Figure 1C). This complication has been seen in 7 out of 921 patients.
Chapter 2
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Head anatomy related problems

Another problem can arise from the anatomy of the patient. The head anatomy is then not compatible with
the shape of the frame. Especially the “arc support with slide parts” used in the Leksell Stereotactic G Frame
and the Ark System (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) can be problematic in patients with a short-neck, even if the
frame is placed as superiorly as possible (Figure 2A).
Figure 2:
Figure 2A illustrates the complication
occurring with the Leksell G frame’s slide
parts in a patient with a dystonia with a
short neck. The red dashed arrow points
towards this anatomical obstacle. Figure 2B
shows a solution for this problem by using
a sagittal approach instead of a lateral one.

These parts may apply serious physical pressure to the shoulder and may result in stopping the surgery.
An alternative approach would be to change the orientation from “lateral right” or “lateral left” to “sagittal
anterior” or “sagittal posterior” orientations (Figure 2B). We think that inspection of the neck length before
frame fixation is an important action which is likely to avoid this complication. One another option to manage
this complication is fixing the frame as inferior as possible on the patient’s head. With this kind of inferior
fixation, the parts which make pressure to the shoulder will show lower Z coordinate values. The parts causing
pressure to the shoulder will stay away from the skin. In 1 patient of our series we have experienced this
complication.
Another head anatomy related problem can be the frontal sinuses. Therefore, the anatomy of the frontal
sinuses should be evaluated carefully before driving the frontal screws. If the screws are positioned slightly
more superiorly in patients with a large frontal sinus, the outer layer can be fractured (Figure 3). This is a
complication which may require surgical repair of the frontal sinus. This complication has been observed in
1 case.
Figure 3:
Here, the frontal screws have penetrated the
outer layer of the frontal sinus due to the
combination of a superior placement of the
screws and a large frontal sinus.
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Lack of maintenance related problems

Another often seen complication can be the inaccuracy of the stereotactic equipment due to wearing. An
adequate maintenance, including periodic phantom-based checks and necessary calibrations, is essential to
achieve millimetric precision in DBS surgeries. A well-known reason for deformation of the stereotactic
equipment is trying to use it differently or use force against it. Loss of screws and small parts due to highpressure water applications is a frequently encountered drawback during the decontamination process of the
stereotactic frames. A careful check of the integrity of the stereotactic equipment after the decontamination
procedure is critical. In 14 cases of our series we experienced this complication.

MRI/CT Localizer related complications

In DBS surgeries, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technologies are used
in order to transfer functional coordinates to the stereotactic coordinates. Image fusion features of planning
stations are used for this conversion process. Stereotactic software used for surgical planning requires
registration points called fiducials to perform 3-dimensional measurements. These reference points, appearing
in white and circular or elliptic shape on radiological images, should be defined or registered to the stereotactic
software either manually or automatically. This section describes the complications linked to the stereotactic
localizers used during DBS procedures.

Compatibility of Stereotactic Localizer and Planning Station

Stereotactic planning softwares require different number of fiducial marks to be identified for different
frame systems. For example, while Medtronic Framelink planning station (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA)
requires a minimum of 9 fiducials for the Leksell Stereotactic frame (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden), 6 fiducial
marks are sufficient for the Elekta SurgiPlan system (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). This means, if a surgical
team has a localizer capable of providing 6 fiducial marks while they are working with a system requiring 9
fiducial points, it would be impossible to perform the targeting using these two systems. Although this point
is logical, we have encountered problems, and therefore outline this problem here. In this sense, checking
the compatibility of stereotactic localizer and stereotactic planning station before starting the measurement
procedures is recommended. This complication has been seen in 1 case during our experience.

Field of view effect on fiducials

Another complication related with MRI/CT localizer is missing fiducials which has to be viewed together with
the patient’s anatomy on radiological images. If the technical personnel who perform the stereotactic MRI or
CT imaging are not informed, they may create images without paying particular attention to the fiducial marks
around the head. Images not including the required fiducial marks due to insufficient field of view (FOV)
undermine the capability of stereotactic planning systems to carry out the desired image processing. On the
other hand, applying an unnecessarily large FOV value may cause images with a very low resolution. In this
respect, axial test imaging by having 1 or 2 slices on planned imaging area before total volume imaging will
help to explore whether or not the FOV value is sufficient for the measurements. In 5 patients of our seris we
have experienced this complication.
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Air bubbles in localizers using liquid solutions

In order to ensure fiducial marks are clearly noticed on MRI images, copper sulfate solution is recommended
and used by some frame manufacturers. To obtain stereotactic MRI images for these systems, the localizer
has to be filled with this solution. If the filling process is performed in an inadequate manner, air bubbles can
remain in the copper sulfate solution filling localizer channels (Figure 4A).
Figure 4:
Figure 4A shows the anterior part of a
localizer filled with copper-sulfate. Red
circles show the air bubbles in the channels
of the localizer. In Figure 4B, a stereotactic
T1 MR image is shown. The invisible
fiducial is indicated with red circle on the
radiological image.

Performing the imaging with air bubbles will result in poorly detectable fiducial marks (Figure 4B). In this
case, if MRI is preferred for stereotactic imaging, filling the localizer channels or checking the contents of
pre-filled channels of localizer, will be an effective way to prevent unwanted scenarios. This situation is not
going to bring out any complication for the groups who are using CT localizers for stereotactic procedures. In
4 patients of our series, this complication was experienced.

Disengaged localizer effect

The engagement of the frame system and the localizer system is important to obtain accurate calculations
before the DBS procedure. Independent of a CT or MRI localizer, it should be well attached and checked
before the imaging process has been finalized. With images which are performed with a disengaged or not
fully engaged localizer, the fiducials are not going to show the right points on the radiological images which
will result in miscalculated targets. To avoid this complication, junction points between the stereotactic frame
and stereotactic localizer must be checked if they are completely engaged. This miscalculated targeting will
also affect the recording and the permanent implant quality as well. In our experience, we also experienced 1
misplaced electrode during postoperative imaging phase of the implant process because of this issue.

Planning station related complications

The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary multi-sensor, multi-temporal and/or multi-view
information into one new image 9. Today, many different radiological image series are used for different
purposes in the planning stages for DBS surgeries 10-12. Some image series are meant to provide information
about the vascular structures on the trajectories. Such information can be obtained using MRI and CT-images
enhanced with contrast-agents13. Image fusion technology helps to integrate these two distinct pieces of
information to serve an integrated purpose.

Image fusion failures

Although image fusion is often regarded as a software operation performed computer-based, the success
and accuracy of the fusion depends on the imaging protocols. The way to make this process more precise
is to ensure that imaging standards of the two images to be merged are as close as possible, including slice
thicknesses and imaging angulations. Today’s stereotactic planning stations require some imaging standards
to perform the best image fusion process with respect to their own image fusion algorithms. These detailed
standards can be found each manufacturer’s instructions for use (IFU) booklets. For example, no gantry
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tilted images are required for Medtronic Framelink planning station (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA). In this
sense, angulation difference of two different image series of a patient could be a fact that can fail the image
fusion process. If the imaging procedures are performed in relation to a reference plane, this problem will be
eliminated to a great extent. Most important planes used for frame fixation process are called Reid’s baseline
and the Glabella-Inion line14. Performing the frame fixation process with respect to these planes and having all
stereotactic and non-stereotactic images with respect to these planes will avoid angulation differences. In our
series we experienced image fusion failures in 85 procedures.

CSF signal effect phenomenon on image fusion

One of the most important radiological image series used in the planning phase of DBS surgery is the axial
T1 MR images with contrast enhancement to visualize vascular structures 15.The T2-weighed MR images are
often used to directly visualize the target structures in DBS surgeries16.
Independent of the quality of the image fusion process performed for T1 and T2-weighed image series, the
user may complain about the fusion quality of the images at the level of the lateral ventricles and the third
ventricle. This perceived poor quality of fusion results from different signal characteristics of cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) in T2 and T1 images17. CSF containing structures appear to have different volumes due to different
signal responses of CSF to different sequences (Figure 5A).
Figure 5:
Figure 5A shows T1 and T2 axial slices
merged at the level of lateral ventricles. CSF
containing structures have different volumes
in T1 and T2 images. In figure 5B, the red
circle shows the blood flow signal in a T2
axial slice. In figure 5C, the red circle shows
the same vascular structure with contrast
agent in a T1 axial slice. In Figure 5D, the
red circle shows the correlation between T1
and T2 images after fusion process.

Such volumetric discrepancies noticed in the manual fusion quality checks may cause the user to perceive as
failed quality, even though the process has been completed successfully. At this point, we recommend using
other anatomical structures instead of the ventricles to evaluate the quality of image fusion. Vascular structures,
for instance, can be used for this purpose (Figure 5). The pericranium is also a useful structure to evaluate the
accuracy of image fusion. In 25 of 921 procedures, these volumetric discrepancies were experienced.

Discussion

Here, we shared our experiences with stereotactic frame related complications. The first complication about
stereotactic frame was described as movement related frame fixation problems. To solve this issue the best
solution was detailed as using a stereotactic positioning aid device. The second complication topic about
stereotactic frames was head anatomy related complications. For the patients with short neck, the sagittal
anterior or sagittal posterior frame orientations and more inferior frame fixation methods were advised.
Furthermore, oversized frontal sinus cavity related fixation problems were mentioned and the anatomical
checks before fixation was advised. One another complication about stereotactic frame was detailed as lack
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of maintenance related complications. Performing the necessary checks after decontamination processes and
regular maintenances after each usage has become a standard operation procedure in our centers.
In the second part, our experiences with stereotactic localizer related complications were described. Firstly,
the compatibility of stereotactic localizer and planning station was underlined and the compatibility check was
performed. Then, the missing fiducials on MR/CT scans due to the field of view effect was described. To avoid
this, setting the FOV to an optimum scanning area which will not cause invisible fiducials on scans and which
will not cause low resolution scans was implemented. Also, the problem of the presence of air bubbles in
localizers using liquid solutions is mentioned to avoid a complication which may result as missing fiducial on
radiological images. The last complication issue related to stereotactic localizers was imaging with disengaged
or not fully engaged localizer. The junction points between the stereotactic frame and stereotactic localizer
must be checked before the imaging process has been finalized.
In the third and the last part, planning station related complications were described. The first complication
mentioned was the image fusion failures because of the imaging angulation differences between different
series to be merged. Performing all the imaging with respect to one standard plane is advised for that issue.
Secondly, the CSF signal on different MR series resulting unsatisfactory image fusion perception is described.
Checking the image fusion quality through the vascular structures is advised as well.
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Abstract
Background: Frame mounting is considered one of the most critical steps in stereotactic neurosurgery. In
routine clinical practice, the aim is to mount the frame as symmetrical as possible, parallel to Reid’s line.
However, sometimes, the frame is mounted asymmetrically often due to patient-related reasons.
Methods: In this study, we addressed the question whether an asymmetrically mounted frame influences the
accuracy of stereotactic electrode implantation. A Citrullus lanatus was used for this study. After a magnetic
resonance imaging scan, symmetric and asymmetric mounting of the frame, which could occur in clinical
scenarios, was performed with computed tomography (CT). Three different stereotactic software packages
were used to analyze the results. In addition, manual calculations were performed by two different observers.
Results: Our results show that an asymmetrically mounted frame (deviated, tilted, or rotated) does not affect
the accuracy in the mediolateral axis (X-coordinate) or the anteroposterior axis (Y-coordinate). However, it can
lead to a clinically relevant error in the superoinferior axis (Z-coordinate). This error was largest with manual
calculations. These results suggest that asymmetrical frame mounting can lead to stereotactic inaccuracy in the
superoinferior axis (Z-coordinate).
Conclusion: These results suggest that asymmetrical frame mounting can lead to stereotactic inaccuracy in the
superoinferior axis (Z coordinate).
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Introduction
Stereotactic neurosurgery is the technique for locating targets of surgical interest within the brain relative to an
external frame of reference1. The application of stereotaxy has increased substantially with the introduction of
deep brain stimulation (DBS) programs. Stereotaxy allows for reaching deeply located brain areas with high
precision and minimal surgical exposure.
To reach a high level of precision in stereotactic surgeries, there are several sources of potential error which
should be taken into account. Besides the mechanical errors of the stereotactic system itself, errors can occur
due to imaging protocols and techniques and stereotactic planning software. An important step in stereotaxy
is mounting the frame on the head of the patient. The aim is to mount the frame as symmetrical as possible
parallel to Reid’s line and/or Glabella-Inion line. However, an asymmetrically mounted frame is an often-seen
condition, mostly due to patient-related reasons such as severe tremor, dystonia, or anxiousness. The question
arises whether an asymmetrically mounted frame leads to stereotactic inaccuracy, and if yes, in which planes
and to which extent? In this study, we addressed these questions. We have performed a phantom study using
a Citrullus lanatus (watermelon). After mounting the frame in several potential clinical scenarios, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and stereotactical computed tomography (CT) were obtained. Subsequently,
image fusion was performed using three commercially available stereotactic planning software systems. For
comparison reasons, we also obtained manual calculations.

Materials and Methods
Phantom
We decided to use a phantom with natural properties, to obtain clear CT and MRI images. In this respect, we
have chosen a C. lanatus (watermelon) with a form as close as possible to the human head. The rigid rind
structure of a C. lanatus, with some reinforcement, was also sufficient to resist against the pressure that frame
screws generate (Figure 1, Figure 2A). We implanted a human DBS (Medtronic 3389, Minneapolis, U.S.A.)
electrode in the phantom. First, we performed an MRI scan. Then, we performed three stereotactic CT scans:
1. A scan with a symmetrically mounted frame (Figure 2B).
2. A scan with a rotational deviated mounting – 18° rotation to the right side of the phantom (Figure 2C).
3. A scan with a lateral tilted mounting – 10° lateral tilt (Figure 2D).
The deviations and tilts were not too exaggerated to be able to mimic more or less a potential clinical situation.
One specific segment, which was the deepest contact of the electrode (Medtronic 3389, Minneapolis) on the
MRI images, was defined as the target for all three CT scans.

Stereotactic frame
A Leksell (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) Stereotactic G-frame was used during this study (Figure 1). The
stereotactic arc was not used due to the design of the experiment. A N-localizer for the Leksell stereotactic
frame was used to calculate the stereotactic coordinates of the target on both planning stations and manually
(Figure 1). A universal frame adaptor was used as well, to fix the phantom and the frame to the table of the CT
machine (Figure 1). We defined the anatomical surfaces as anterior, posterior, left, right, superior, and inferior.
Just before mounting the frame for different scenarios, we attached some duct tapes to increase the resistance
and the rigidity of the phantom’s peel and to secure the fixation at the junction points between the phantom
surface and the frame screws (Figure 1, Figure 2A).
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Figure 1: Figure 1A shows the phantom and the stereotactic
frame mounted. In Figure 1B the Leksell stereotactic frame is
shown. The CT localizer used in the study is shown in Figure 1C
and the universal CT adaptor in Figure 1D.

DBS lead implantation

Figure 2: Figure 2A shows the duct tapes used to increase the
resistance and the rigidity of the phantom’s peel at the junction
points between the phantom surface and the frame screws. In
Figure 2B, the frame is mounted to the phantom symmetrically
for scenario 1. A scan with an 18 ° rotational deviated mounting
is shown in Figure 2C. The yellow dashed line is demonstrating
the vertical midline of the frame and the red dashed line
demonstrating the vertical midline of the phantom. The angle
between two midlines related to the rotational deviation is also
highlighted in Figure 2C. In Figure 2D, the stereotactic frame
is mounted with a 10° lateral tilt. The yellow dashed line is
demonstrating the horizontal midline of the frame and the red
dashed line demonstrating the horizontal midline of the phantom.
The angle between two midlines related to the lateral tilt is also
highlighted in Figure 2D.

A Medtronic 3389–28 (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) DBS lead was chosen for this study (Figure 3A). The
lead was implanted after we made a trajectory for the electrode. We performed the burr hole with a micro drill
(Dixi Medical, Besancon, France) and the tract was made with a FHC FC1019 (FHC, Bowdoin, USA) electrode
guiding tube (Figure 3B). After the creation of the tract, the lead was descended through the tract manually
until the tip of the electrode reached the end of this tract. The lead implantation was finalized after fixing the
electrode with strong liquid glue. The glue dried and hardened, thus acting as a cement like fixation we normally
use anchoring the electrode2. And the part of the electrode outside of the melon was cut short (Figure 3C).
Figure 3:
Figure 3A shows the lead used in the study. In Figure 3B the
cannula used for lead implantation is shown. In Figure 3 C a
sagittal reconstructed CT image of the phantom is shown. The
implanted lead could also be seen in the same image.
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The target was defined as the deepest contact of the DBS electrode as seen on the MRI. The center of the circle
with black contrast which is the artifact of DBS electrode was chosen as the target for all three scenarios (Figure 4).
Figure 4:
The second deepest CT slice on which that DBS electrode
was clearly visible is shown in Figure 4. The red dot which
is highlighted with dashed circle is the target point for all 3
scenarios.

Imaging and image processing
We performed a T2-weighted MRI scan to get nonstereotactic MR images of the lead implanted phantom. A
1.5 Tesla (T), Philips Ingenia (Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) MRI machine was used in this phase. Slice
thickness for T2-weighted MR images was 2 mm with no angulation. After mounting the frame, each time we
performed a stereotactic CT scan for the three different frame-mounted scenarios (Figure 5A-C). A Siemens
Somatom Force (Siemens, Munich, Germany) CT machine was used to obtain the stereotactic CT images. No
angulation was applied, and slice thicknesses for each scan were 0.6 mm.
Figure 5:
In Figure 5, stereotactic CT slices for 3 scenarios (Figure
5A for Scenario 1, Figure 5B for Scenario 2, Figure 5C for
Scenario 3) at the target point and the T2 weighted axial MRI
scan slice at the same target point (Figure 5D) is shown.

The targeting phases were performed both computer-based and manually. For the computer-based analyses,
we used three different planning stations:
1. Medtronic Framelink version 5.4.1 (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA),
2. Medtronic Cranial Software (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA),
3. Brainlab iPlan (Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany).
Since we had three different stereotactic CT scans for three different scenarios, MRI T2 series were chosen as
registration series and all three CT series were merged with T2 axial images (Figure 5D). Image fusion was
processed with the automatic algorithm of the software and the results were checked for each merged series.
Auto-merge algorithms of planning stations were successful for all three merged image groups.
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For each mounting scenario, we registered the related stereotactic CT series to Framelink 5.4.1, Medtronic
Cranial and Brainlab iPlan software. The stereotactic coordinates generated for the target point by three
planning stations for each three frame mounting scenario were recorded. The targeting was also performed
manually using the method which is defined for N-Localizers3. The outputs for the manual calculations were
obtained using the measuring tool of Medtronic Cranial Software (Figure 6) and recorded like the previous
outputs.
Figure 6:
In Figure 6, the manual targeting performed in Medtronic
Cranial software for three mounting scenarios (Figure 6A for
Scenario 1, Figure 6B for Scenario 2, Figure 6C for Scenario
3) at the target point for N- Localizers are shown.

Manual calculations were done twice separately by the two different observers (Table 1). The measurements
obtained by two observers’ manual calculations were analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics 25. The inter- and intraobserver reliabilities were measured using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) and were recorded (Table 2).
Table 1:
X, Y and Z coordinates obtained
by using 3 different planning
softwares and by using manual
calculation method for the same
target point calculated by two
different observers for three
different scenarios are listed in
Table 1. Calculations named as
Observer 1.0 and 1.1 belongs to the
Observer 1 and calculations named
as Observer 2.0 and 2.1 belongs to
the Observer 2. The differences
between the highest measurements
and the lowest measurements for
each coordinate are defined as
delta (Δ). Each scenario has its
own Δ calculations for obtained X,
Y and Z coordinates.
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Table 2: The inter-observer and intra-observer reliabilities measured by using Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance (W) are
presented in Table 2. Table 2 is the output of the observers’ measurements processed by IBM SPSS Statistics 25 software.

Results
For the rotational deviation scenario, the deviation angle was measured as 18° (Figure 2C). The angle measured
in lateral deviation scenario was 10° (Figure 2D).
Scenario 1 – A scan with a symmetrically mounted frame
For scenario 1, the absolute difference between the highest (Brainlab iPlan – 104.6 mm) and the lowest (Framelink
5.4.1 mm–103.8 mm) measurements for X-coordinate was 0.8 mm. The absolute difference between the highest
(Manual calculation – 120.2 mm) and the lowest (Brainlab Iplan – 119.5 mm) measurements for Y-coordinate
in scenario 1 was 0.7 mm. For the Z-coordinate, the absolute difference between the highest (Framelink 5.4.1
mm– 136.7 mm) and the lowest (Manual calculation – 134.24 mm) measurements in scenario 1 was 2.46 mm.
Scenario 2 – A scan with a rotational deviated mounting
For scenario 2, the absolute difference between the highest (Brainlab Iplan – 97.7 mm) and the lowest (Manual
clculation – 97.2 mm) measurements for X-coordinate was 0.5 mm. The absolute difference between the highest
(Manual calculation – 118.3 mm) and the lowest (Framelink 5.4.1 mm– 117.7 mm) measurements for Y-coordinate
in scenario 2 was 0.6 mm. For the Z-coordinate, the absolute difference between the highest (Brainlab iPlan –
139.4 mm) and the lowest (Manual calculation – 136.4 mm) measurements in scenario 2 was 3 mm.
Scenario 3 – A scan with a lateral tilted mounting
For scenario 3, the absolute difference between the highest (Manual calculation – 110.9 mm) and the lowest
(Framelink 5.4.1 mm – 109.9 mm) measurements for X-coordinate was 1.0 mm. The absolute difference between
the highest (Medtronic Cranial – 117.7 mm) and the lowest (Manual calculation – 117 mm) measurements
for Y-coordinate in scenario 3 was 0.7 mm. For the Z-coordinate, the absolute difference between the highest
(Framelink 5.4.1 mm–139.6 mm) and the lowest (Manual calculation – 135.8 mm) measurements scenario 3
was 3.8 mm.
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For the values obtained through manual calculations from all three scenarios, we calculated the intra- and interobserver reliability using Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance (W). All the W values in between observers
and their observations were above 0.94 (Table 2).

Discussion
Here, we addressed the question whether a clinically relevant asymmetrical mounting of the frame will
result in stereotactic inaccuracy and found that a rotationally deviated frame mounting and laterally tilted
frame mounting will not affect the accuracy in the mediolateral axis/X-coordinate or anteroposterior axis/Ycoordinate but can lead to an inaccuracy in the superoinferior axis/Z-coordinate.
For the mediolateral axis/X-coordinate, the mean absolute error in this study was 0.76 mm (standard deviation
[SD]: ±0.14). An earlier study found that the mean error of targeting using frame-based systems in the
mediolateral axis/X-coordinate was 1.0 mm (SD ± 0.7)4. The mean absolute errors calculated for the three
mounting experiments for the X-coordinate are below 1 mm and therefore seem to be not clinically relevant. The
situation for the anteroposterior axis/Y-coordinate is similar. The absolute mean error calculated in this study
was 0.66 mm (SD: ±0.21). This error has been found to be 0.9 mm (SD ± 0.5) in the abovementioned study4.
However, for the superoinferior axis/Z-coordinate, the absolute mean error in this study was 3.09 mm (SD:
±0.55), which is a substantial deviation. In two other studies, the general stereotactic error in the Z-coordinate
was 0.7 mm (SD ± 0.6) (6) and 1.3 mm (SD ± 0.6)5. If we divide the results in software- and manual-calculated
parameters, then the mean absolute error of the Z-coordinates obtained from the software is actually within the
range reported in the literature (>1.3 mm SD ± 0.6). Due to the contribution of manual calculation technique to
the mean absolute error calculations for all three data sets, the mean absolute error results appear higher than the
values reported in literature. With respect to the results of our experiment and reported errors in literature, we
suggest that manual calculations can lead to an inaccuracy of >1.3 mm in the superoinferior axis/Z-coordinate.
Moreover, in the scenario of a deviated mounted frame, these inaccuracies increase.
The accuracy of stereotactic techniques and systems has been investigated for a long time. One study has
questioned geometric accuracy of three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of the Leksell stereotactic frame in
1.5 T and 3.0 T MRI with different fixation screw materials6. They concluded that the geometric accuracy
of the Leksell skull frame system with 1.5 T MR imaging was high and valid for clinical use. However, the
geometric errors with 3.0 T MR imaging were larger than those of 1.5 T MR imaging and were acceptable only
with aluminum cranial quick fixation screws. Another study has investigated their targeting accuracy with
three different techniques7. The first technique involved determination of anatomical landmarks and fiducial
markers of the stereotactic frame on the monitor screen of an MRI scanner and calculation of the target point
using a series of formulas; the second technique used a Leksell tabletop localizer, and the third technique used
a stereotactic navigation software. They concluded that the use of computerized planning software increased
the precision of target coordinate calculation and improves the accuracy of functional stereotactic procedures,
thus strengthening our findings.
Nowadays, new technologies are still being developed by manufacturers to achieve the perfect accuracy in
another stereotactic technique which is called frameless technique. The accuracy comparison between framebased and frameless techniques had also been questioned and published5. In one study, the targeting accuracy of
Nextframe (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) frameless stereotactic system and Leksell frame-based stereotactic
system has been compared. They concluded that both techniques have equivalent overall 3D accuracy. These
comparisons and studies are beyond the scope of this article. As far as we know, there are no specific studies
questioning the stereotactic accuracy through a frame mounting perspective.
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For the superoinferior/Z-axis coordinates, the highest inaccuracy for all three experiments is from the manual
calculation technique. Since the manual calculation method is an observer-based targeting method, we obtained
the manual-calculated coordinates from two independent observers and these two observers performed their
manual calculations twice for each scenario. The intra- and inter-observer reliabilities we achieved were very
high which led us to confirm that the source of deviation achieved from the superoinferior/Z-axis is not related
to observer measurements. In another study, it was advised to ensure that the axes of the frame are in line with
those of the scanner when manual calculation methods are considered for targeting. According to the same
study, with this particular attention, frame geometry is reproduced accurately on a cross-sectional imaging8.
In this study, all CT images were obtained with respect to the alignment of the scanner axis and frame axes.
Since the reference or registration image series were T2-weighted nonstereotactic series, the alignment of the
CT scan could have been changed after the image fusion process. The manual targeting calculations in this
study were performed on these merged stereotactic images using the measurement tools of Medtronic Cranial
(Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) software. We also believe that this difference could also arise with respect to
the sensitivity difference between computer-based algorithms designed for auto-detection of fiducials and the
direct/manual registration performed by the user.
When we compare the clinical applications of stereotactic planning software in DBS procedures and the
design of this study, another difference arises through registration series perspective. In clinical applications of
stereotactic planning software, CT series are commonly used as registration series9. As detailed in this study’s
design, MRI T2 series were chosen as registration series. Due to this difference, we investigated if the different
registration series (MRI) might affect the stereotactic accurcy, specific the value of the Z-coordinate, in our
study. The choice of registration series and its reflection to stereotactic accuracy has been studied in another
study, and no significant difference was found between CT and MRI series10. However, in our experimental
design, we used a non-stereotactic MRI as registration series and fused it with a stereotactic CT. A possible
explanation for the inaccuracy in the Z-coordinate could be due the stereotactic frame deviation after the
anatomical image fusion by the software.
In the clinical applications of the stereotactic software, the systems require some anatomical important
reference points to be registered from the radiological images manually by the user. These reference points
are required for the definition of anterior commissure (AC), posterior commissure (PC), and the mid-sagittal
plane (MSP)11. From DBS procedures perspective, these reference points are mainly used when the indirect
targeting method is considered12. Second, these reference points will give the user preplanning option before
the frame is mounted to the patient head. At this point, another question appears whether registration of these
reference points will affect the accuracy comparison between three mounting scenarios. Then, registration
of some structures which could easily been identified or seen as AC, PC, and MSP in the phantom was
discussed. In this study, the target coordinates were calculated with respect to the fiducial markers registered
to the software. Furthermore, we performed direct targeting method for the aimed part of the implanted DBS
lead. Due to the technical aspects of the stereotactic planning software and the targeting method performed,
we agreed that registration of these reference points will not affect the accuracy comparison of these three
mounting scenarios.

Conclusion
In stereotactic neurosurgical procedures, the superoinferior axis (Z-coordinate) is susceptible for inaccuracy
when manual calculations are applied and increase with an asymmetrical-mounted stereotactic frame.
Furthermore, our findings suggest that using a stereotactic scan as the registration series can reduce inaccuracies
when compared to nonstereotactic scans.
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Abstract
Background: Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI) and stereotactic Computed Tomography (CT) co-registration
is often applied for stereotactic deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgeries in order to combine multiple sources of
information. The slice thickness of a (stereotactic) CT is a matter of discussion but often thin slices are used
and recommended because of the high reported accuracy. In this study we investigate if the stereotactic CT
slice thickness has an effect on stereotactic calculations and its accuracy.
Methods: We used a phantom, a citrullus lanatus (watermelon), implanted with a DBS electrode. The deepest
contact point of the electrode was the defined fixed target. Coordinates and ring and arc angles from all
stereotactic CT scans with different slice thicknesses of 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 3.00mm, 4.00mm
and 5mm were recorded and compared after fusion with a thin sliced non-stereotactic MRI.
Results: Our results show no significant differences in stereotactic calculations for the different CT’s with all
absolute mean differences in millimeter (mm) for the stereotactic coordinates < 0.5 and angles in degrees <
0.4.
Conclusion: We found no significant effect of increasing slice thickness of CT on the stereotactic calculation
when fused with a thin-sliced MRI in a simulated stereotactic DBS setting.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a well-known stereotactic application of neuromodulation. Stereotaxy with
DBS allows the neurosurgeon to reach and modulate deep brain structures in a minimal invasive way1.
Stereotactic surgery technique relies on identification of the desired targets in the brain and calculation of their
position with respect to an extracranial coordinate system (X, Y, Z). The calculations are performed based on
the registration of the stereotactic frame with the patient’s anatomy and the analysis of radiological images2.
To obtain these desired coordinates, there are two methodologies. In the early days, manual calculations were
performed3, 4. Nowadays, with the development of computerized technologies, the targeting and calculations
have become automatic, user friendly, more precise, faster and more reliable than the manual option5, 6.
The use of (contrast-enhanced) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in the planning and targeting of these
procedures, due to its superior capability to visualize the anatomical structures and correct identification
of cerebral vasculature, is widely accepted. However, stereotactic information can be extracted from both
MRI and computed tomography (CT) images due to the configuration of the stereotactic equipment. In an
equivalent, several experienced centers recommending the use of CT to obtain stereotactic information, rather
than a stereotactic MRI. The main disadvantage of MRI is the geometric distortion related to the presence of
the stereotactic frame during the scan in comparison with CT7-9. Furthermore, practical considerations in favor
of CT are patient comfort, scanning time and patient safety. Transportation of (sedated and intubated) patients
for stereotactic imaging is often necessary because mostly scanners are not available on the operation room
(OR). Therefore, the quicker the scanning is performed the better. Lastly, regarding cranial applications CT
scans are more cost effective in comparison to MR scans10, 11. The co-registration of a stereotactical CT with
a MRI brings together the best of both worlds.
In conclusion, the use of CT for stereotaxy is easy, patient friendly, safe and cost effective. However, the
slice thickness of a stereotactic CT is a matter of discussion. Often thin slices (~ 1mm) are used and/or
recommended because of high reported accuracy12-14. There is very limited information in the literature on the
slice thickness of the CT scans15, 16. Moreover, and as far as we are aware of, the effect of stereotactic CT slice
thickness on stereotactic calculations has not been reported.
In this study, we addressed the question whether slice thickness of stereotactic CT images influences computerbased calculations, and thus its stereotactic accuracy, in a simulated stereotactic DBS setting, and if so, to what
extent.

Materials and Methods
Phantom
A citrullus lanatus (watermelon) was used as phantom to get clear MR and CT images. As showed in our
former study, its form is close to a human head and its biological consistent well suited for both image
modalities simulating a real patient. Therefore, mounting a stereotactic frame and implanting an electrode
is very convenient6. We implanted a human DBS electrode (Medtronic 3389, Minneapolis, U.S.A.) in the
phantom. First, we performed a non-stereotactic T2 MRI scan, i.e. without a stereotactical frame, with the
implanted phantom. Then, seven stereotactic CT scans were made with 0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm,
4mm and 5mm slice thicknesses, respectively. These slice thickness values were chosen based upon regular
clinical usage ranges and slice thickness ranges used in three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction studies17.
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Stereotactic frame

A Leksell (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) Stereotactic G-frame was used. A N-Localizer for the Leksell
stereotactic frame was used to calculate the stereotactic coordinates of the target on the planning station. A
universal frame adaptor was used, to fix the phantom and the frame to the CT scan table.

DBS lead implantation

A Medtronic 3389-28 (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) DBS lead was used for this study. We made a trajectory
in the phantom and implanted the lead manually through the created path until the tip of the electrode reached
the end of the trajectory (Figure1A). The lead was fixated to the phantom with a strong liquid glue (Pattex
100%, Henkel, Düsseldorf, Germany). The part of the electrode remaining outside of the phantom was cut
after the glue was hardened.
Figure 1:
In Figure 1 A, a cross-sectional T2 MR image of the
phantom and the lead is shown. The orientation of the
image is reconstructed in order to visualize the lead and
its tract. The fourth axial image from T2 series where the
electrode has its first largest volume is shown in Figure 1
B. The electrode is highlighted with the red-dashed circle.
In Figure 1 C, the drawn trajectory with the planning
station is highlighted with red-dashed elliptic circle. A
sagittal reconstructed image from T2 MR images of the
lead and phantom is shown. The lead is highlighted with
the red-dashed circle.

Imaging, Image Processing and Targeting

We performed a T2 weighted MRI scan to get non-stereotactic MR images of the lead implanted phantom. A
1.5T, Philips Ingenia (Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) MRI machine was used (Figure 2A). The phantom
was fixated on the MRI table in the head holder with the head coil similar to a patient’s head using pillows.
Imaging parameters for T2 MRI were TE: 100, TR: 4941 and the voxel size was 0.76mm, 0.99mm and 2.00mm.
Figure 2:
In figure 2A, an axial slice from T2 weighted MR images
of the phantom and the predefined target point is shown.
A stereotactic CT slice of the same phantom is shown in
Figure 2B. In Figure 2C, co-registration of MR and CT
images of the phantom is shown. The auto registration
of the N-localizer from the axial stereotactic CT slice is
shown in Figure 2D.
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Directly after the MRI, in order to avoid possible structural changes of the phantom like putrefy, the stereotactic
frame was mounted as previously described and we performed seven stereotactic CT scans using a Siemens
Somatom Force (Siemens, Munich, Germany) helical image acquisition CT system (Figure 2B)6. Field of
view, milliampere-second and kilovoltage parameters for all CT series were 276mm, 638mAs and 120kV
respectively. No gantry angulation was applied and we obtained seven different series with 0.5mm, 1mm,
1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm slice thicknesses using the image processing tools within the CT machine.
The targeting procedure was performed with a Medtronic S7 Workstation/ Cranial Software (Medtronic,
Minneapolis, USA). The deepest contact point of the electrode was the defined fixed target. The axial image
from the T2 series where the deepest contact has the largest volume was defined as target slice (Figure 1B).
The center of the circle with black contrast which is the artifact of DBS electrode was chosen as the fixed point.
Additionally, in order to investigate the changes in arc and ring values for the defined target, the trajectory
of the electrode was also created in the software (Figure 1C). We skipped the normal step of identifying and
avoiding cerebral vasculature using contrast enhanced T1-weigthed MRI because it was not applicable in this
simulation setting.
Firstly, the MRI T2 was chosen as registration series and co-registered with all seven CT series (Figure
2C). The fiducials of the N-localizer on the stereotactic CT images were registered to the planning software
automatically for each merged series (Figure 2D). The stereotactic coordinates including X, Y, Z, Ring and
Arc angles generated for the target point for seven merged series were recorded. Then, the opposite was
applied in order to test all different combinations. Seven CT series were chosen as registration series one by
one and merged with T2 series after registration (images not shown). The stereotactic coordinates generated
for the target point for seven merged series were recorded as well.
The image co-registrations were processed with the auto-merge algorithm of the software and the results were
checked for each merged series visually as is standard clinical practice. Auto-merge algorithm of planning
station was successful for all merged image groups (Figure 2C).

Results
The stereotactic coordinates generated by the planning station for the previously defined target and trajectory
are shared in Table 1. The total number of images, stereotactic coordinates and trajectory angle values related
to the target for each CT series are also shared in Table 1.
The number of CT images obtained for seven stereotactic CT scans with 0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm,
4mm and 5mm slice thicknesses were 614, 263, 184, 123, 92, 62 and 46 respectively. The number of the slices
obtained with 2 mm slice thickness for the non-stereotactic T2 weighted MRI was 72.
For the co-registration in which MR T2 series were assigned as registration series, the average X, Y, Z
coordinates, ring and arc angles were 102.96 (standard deviation [SD] ± 0.1mm), 106.89 (SD±0.03mm),
146.80 (SD±0.05mm), 76.20 (SD±0.0°), 104.81 (SD±0.3°) respectively. The calculated absolute differences
between maximum and minimum recorded values for X, Y, Z coordinates, ring and arc angles were 0.3mm,
0.1mm, 0.2 mm, 0° and 0.1° respectively.
For the co-registration process in which the stereotactic CT’s were assigned as registration series, the average X,
Y, Z coordinates, ring and arc angles were 102.93 (SD±0.1mm), 106.83 (SD±0.07mm), 146.97 (SD±0.12mm),
76.04 (SD±0.1°), 104.73 (SD±0.07°) respectively. The calculated absolute differences between maximum and
minimum recorded values for X, Y, Z coordinates, ring and arc angles were 0.3mm, 0.2mm, 0.4 mm, 0.3° and
0.2° respectively.
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Table 1: X, Y, Z coordinates; ring and arc angles of the defined target for each CT scan are presented in table 1. Number of slices,
slice thicknesses values for each CT and MR series are presented in table 1 too. The results were shared under the name of two
different registration series (T2 and CT) where these images were chosen as registration series for target calculations. The average
coordinate, standard deviation and absolute differences between the highest and the lowest coordinate/angle (∆) values for each CT
series are also shared in Table 1.

Discussion
The results of our study show that increasing the slice thickness of the stereotactic CT, up to 5mm, has no
significant effect on the stereotactic calculations with absolute differences in all scenario’s less than 0.5mm. A
£ 1mm deviation is well accepted for clinical use in stereotactic neurosurgical procedures6, 13.
Comparing our results with reported stereotactic errors in the literature confirms our finding. Reported mean
absolute errors for the mediolateral axis/X coordinate are between 0.11 mm (SD± 0.78) and 0.61 mm (SD±
022) in a review comparing different kinds of stereotactic software packages13. Two different studies report
1 mm (SD ± 0.7) and 1.4mm (SD± 1.0) absolute error respectively13, 18, 19. Our mean absolute error for the X
coordinate of 0.3mm (SD±0.1) is comparable to the highest reported error. The same studies reported mean
absolute errors for anteroposterior axis/Y coordinates between 0.33 (SD± 0.26) and 1.10 (SD± 020), 0.9 mm
(SD ± 0.5) and 1.2mm (SD ± 1.0) [18, 19, 13]. Our result of 0.15mm (SD± 0.07) showed an even higher
accuracy. Regarding the superoinferior axis/Z-coordinate reported accuracies in the literature vary and this
stereotactic coordinate is notorious for having the highest errors. We found a mean absolute error of 0.3mm
(SD ± 0.12) comparable to or even lower than results in the literature of 0.295mm and between 0.46mm (SD
± 0.55) and 1.4 mm (SD ± 0.98) respectively5, 13. An older study reported a mean absolute error up to 8mm
and the two former mentioned studies found mean absolute errors of 0.7 mm (SD ± 0.6), 1.3 mm (SD± 0.9)
respectively7, 18, 19 [7, 18, 19]. Although, values for the Z coordinate differ more than for the X and Z coordinate,
our results are within the highest reported stereotactic errors in the literature.
In our former study regarding frame mounting and stereotactic accuracy we reported a relative high absolute
difference for the Z coordinate of 2.46 mm6. However, for the software calculations alone this deviation
decreased to 0.9 mm. We concluded that manual calculations can lead to stereotactic inaccuracy regarding the Z
coordinate. As stated in the introduction this strengthened our opinion that, with the widely available and userfriendly software packages, manual calculations no longer have an important role in stereotaxy. Remarkably, the
former mentioned review of Geevarghese et al found a significant difference in the Z-axis error (0.46 mm SD ±
0.55) compared to the X- axis (0.25 mm SD ± 0.15) and Y-axis (0.33 mm SD ± 0.26)13. However, this finding
is in accordance with the literature but their hypothesized explanation was the slice thickness of MRI (1,5 mm)
and CT (1,25 mm). A proposed decrease in slice thickness of both image modalities could improve accuracy
in MRI/CT fusion. In contrast, our results show no significant change in stereotactic (fusion) calculations with
increasing slice thickness in CT. The question about MRI slice thickness in stereotaxy will be addressed below.
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Additionally, we investigated the changes in ring and arc angles with the increase in slice thickness too. The
mean absolute errors calculated for ring and arc angles of the Leksell stereotactic system were 0.15mm (SD
± 0.1) and 0.15mm (SD ± 0.07) respectively. As far as we know, there were no available studies or published
data questioning the stereotactic calculations through trajectory angles. Despite no other results to compare
our findings, we are of the opinion that these very small deviations do not seem to affect the stereotactic
calculation of ring and arc angle components of the trajectory.
Even though, our mean absolute errors for all stereotactic coordinates are within the lowest range reported in
the literature we should consider they might not arise from the CT slice thickness alone. Stereotaxy has more
potential source for error including the mechanical accuracy of the stereotactic system itself and all the steps
of the surgical procedure (image techniques e.g. CT slice thickness, registration, mechanical connections,
potential fiducial marker defects and system adjustments) together called the application accuracy20, 21.
However, this is out of the scope of this paper but it is good to keep in mind. There are very few studies in the
literature focusing on the effect of CT systems on stereotactic accuracy. Tafreshi et al., examined the stereotactic
accuracy between 2 CT scanners with both helical and single-slice image acquisition using a phantom. They
concluded that single-slice image acquisition CT systems were superior in terms of stereotactic accuracy and
interscanner accuracy was deviant, interesting also in the Z-axis22. Our study used a helical imaging protocol
which we could have compared with a single slice image acquisition protocol. However, our results still
show that it is safe and feasible to acquire stereotactic coordinates from stereotactic CT images with higher
slice thickness values if image fusion is performed with a thin-sliced MR series, even with a helical image
acquisition. Nevertheless, it is valuable for the literature to consider and investigate CT parameters which
could affect stereotactic accuracy.
The radiological information concerning MRI required to perform DBS surgeries has been investigated
thoroughly. Several publications detailing how to achieve the highest image quality and surgical accuracy
recommend thin sliced MR images (£ 2mm)23, 24. The optimum localization of the desired targets passes
through the use of thin-slice contiguous MR images4.
Additionally, we published that the use of T2W MR images with 2 mm slice thickness is radiologically correlated
with 1mm step-sized Microelectrode Recordings (MER) of the Subthalamic Nucleus (STN)25. This correlation
supports the need for the thin slice MR images in DBS surgeries where high accuracy is required to achieve
accurate localization. Moreover, the use of MR images with thicker slices will worsen the image reconstruction
quality in different imaging planes. With this worsening effect, targeting the anatomical structures like STN
and Globus Pallidus interna (GPi) will not be accurate since the boundaries of these anatomical structures will
not be visualized precisely through these reconstructed images26. Lastly, the localization and registration of
important landmarks like Anterior commissure (AC) and Posterior Commissure (PC) which is a crucial step
for the use of stereotactic planning software, could be performed more precisely with the use of thin slice MR
images. Thus, thin sliced contiguous MRI is mandatory in stereotaxy. The arising question if thinner sliced
MRI (even less than 1.5 mm) could improve the stereotactic accuracy as mentioned above is an interesting
thought but beyond the aim of this article.
In the early stages of stereotaxy, CT was often the only available imaging modality for surgeries related to
movement disorders27. Today, MRI has replaced CT as imaging modality of choice for planning and targeting
for obvious reasons. CT is only required to create the “stereotactic MRI”. (The postoperative complication
check is not considered as a part of the stereotactic procedure at this point). CT technologies have advanced
enormously, including scanning time, making it more and more convenient to use28. However, CT delivers
intensive ionizing radiation when compared to MRI. Moreover, the increase in image acquisition speed also
increases ionizing radiation exposure. Because of this, the more sophisticated use of CT could lead to an
increase in exposure of ionizing radiation29.
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In the routine clinical application, MRI and CT images are requested with the highest possible quality and
resolution with the idea to perform the best practice. However, overexposed or oversized scans do not
necessarily contain more diagnostic or useful information then required30. It is a well-known fact that with
the use of smaller slice thickness values within CT scanners, the exposed ionized radiation dose will also
consequently increase31. With the wide availability and use of CT the aim should be find the balance in getting
the best clinical useable images with the least amount of ionizing radiation.
Nowadays, new imaging modalities like O-arm and intraoperative CT machines have been introduced to the
market in order to provide radiological information inside the operating room32, 33. These technologies are
innovative since the information required for stereotactic image registration is no more dependent of traditional
fixed CT machines. Also, the image resolution and image quality of these are comparable and as accurate as
the classic imaging modalities34. Furthermore, this information is available with diminished ionized radiation
exposure in comparison to traditional CT machines34, 35. This non-inferiority together with mobility and less
radiation makes these novel imaging techniques very interesting in the stereotaxy.
Lastly, the use of unnecessary small slices in radiological scanning protocols could increase the number of
images generated by the image processing tools (Table 1). This might lead to image fusion failures or slow
image processing during the planning phase of stereotaxy36.
In this study we analyzed seven CT scans with different slice thicknesses and our results showed that increasing
slice thickness has no significant effect on stereotactic measurements when merged with a thin-sliced (2mm)
contiguous MRI series. The fused images of all combinations, including using the stereotactic CT or MRI
as registration series, resulted in very similar and accurate stereotactic coordinates, arc and ring settings. If
thick-sliced CT is non-inferior to thin-sliced CT in providing the stereotactical information needed for coregistration with MRI in procedures like DBS, this could be an interesting alternative to explore.

Conclusion
We found no significant effect of increasing slice thickness of CT on the stereotactic calculations and its
accuracy when co-registered with a thin-sliced MRI in a simulated stereotactic DBS procedure. More slices
do not always add useful extra diagnostic information needed for these procedures. More research should be
done to look into the clinical applicability of thick sliced CT in a stereotactical setting and its effect on ionized
radiation exposure.
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The Question
High frequency stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is an effective treatment for patients with
Parkinson’s disease (PD)1-3. The technique has been further refined throughout the years by improved magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) techniques ,advanced neurophysiological recording possibilities ,and advances
in hardware and software technology2. There are at least two major determining factors for an acceptable
therapeutic outcome: patient selection4 and the accuracy of targeting of the relatively small STN5. The latter
requires a state-of-the art stereotactic approach, adequate imaging facilities, and a detailed neurophysiological
mapping of the target area. The preferred area within the STN is the motor part (thought to be located dorsolaterally in the STN), which can, be to some extent, identified by intra operative multi-unit activity analyses,
and MRI based tractography6, 7. While the STN could not be visualized on MRI images when modern DBS of
the STN surgeries started in Grenoble in 1993, nowadays its visualization has become a routine procedure for
most centers offering DBS for patients with PD. While using intraoperative electrophysiology was evident in
the beginning, now it is questioned whether it still has an essential added value. In this opinion article, we aim
to provide an answer on the question whether or not electrophysiology still has a clinically relevant role in this
era of advanced neuroimaging technology, which enables us to visualize both function and structure anatomy.

Old Debate
The discussion of whether or not to use intraoperative microelectrode recording (MER) is not a new one8. This
discussion was perhaps less vivid when modern DBS started to be applied in patients with PD. The STN was
an invisible target on MR images in most centers and MER was considered very helpful to find and delineate
the boundaries of the target9-11. Since then things have changed. However, currently the STN can be directly
visualized on T2 weighed and susceptibility weighed MR images.
The imaging field progresses rapidly further with ultra-high field imaging modalities becoming now available
for patients12. It is more than 15 years ago that that the visualization of the STN for DBS surgeries was
described 13. Mostly, T2 weighed and inversion recovery MRI sequences have been used. In most of the
patients, the predefined target on T2 weighed MR images was chosen for implantation after intra-operative
electrophysiology and test stimulation14-16. This meant that in most patients MRI images could reliably show
the STN, except for the y axis, in which microelectrode recording (MER) indicated that the STN extended
more anteriorly than suggested by MRI17. Detailed volumetric analysis of MER determined borders of the
STN and MRI- defined borders in 22 patients (44 STN’s), showed that MER-determined borders of the STN
were exceeding the MRI signal18. In addition, we examined the entry and exit borders of the STN on MRI
images and with MER, using the probe’s eye trajectory19.We found that T2 weighed MRI could reliably
predict the electrophysiological entry and exit of the STN. Although these data confirm the accuracy of MRI
in visualizing the STN, there are also limitations. There are known variations between the patients with respect
to the x, y, and z planes, and the borders can sometimes be less clear, mainly toward the substantia nigra pars
reticulata (SNr)17, 19.
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From Atlas Based to MRI Based Coordinates and from Single Electrode to
Multiple Electrode Recordings
In our previous series of 55 patients with PD who underwent DBS of the STN, atlas-based coordinates
were used and in about one third of the patients the predefined target (central trajectory) was used for final
electrode implantation, after MER and intra-operative test stimulation20. With applying individually adjusted
coordinates based on T2 weighed MRI, the central trajectory was chosen in about two-thirds of the patients19,
21
. This has resulted in a clear reduction in operation time. Similar rates have been reported by others with
atlas based22 and MRI-based targeting coordinates23. The change from 1.5 to 3.0 T has also improved the
accuracy of targeting24, 25. Another development has been the change of single-electrode to multiple-electrode
intra-operative electrophysiological recordings20. The latter provides more detailed information about the
electrophysiological boundaries of the STN; however, implantation of several electrodes at one time might
increase the risk of bleeding. We found that the simultaneous implantation of multiple electrodes did not cause
more bleedings or other major intracranial complication. The use of multiple electrodes resulted in better
motor results when compared with patients who underwent DBS of the STN guided with a single recording
electrode. There are reports, however, suggesting increased risk of hemorrhage due to MER26, 27.

Back to the Question
Is intra-operative electrophysiology necessary to find the STN? Our answer is no based on the advances in
MRI technology. In line with this experienced DBS centers have shown good outcome with a MRI-guided
approach28, 29. So, should we abandon MER then? In our centers, we have decided not to abandon it for
a number of reasons. Even in experienced centers, in about two-thirds of the cases, the predefined target
is chosen for final implantation. In one-third, an alternative trajectory is needed. With MER, alternative
trajectories are immediately available. The trajectory with the second longest and, if needed, the third longest
STN activity can be used as alternative trajectories. Two other less common reasons to use intra-operative
electrophysiology can be an unexpected error in the stereotactic approach or a shift caused by excessive CSF
leakage or a hematoma23.
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patients with advanced Parkinson’s disease: Advantage or loss of time?
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Abstract
Background: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus in patients with Parkinson’s disease
(PD) can be performed with or without microelectrode recording (MER). However, MER increases the
duration of the operation. Here, we have investigated the effect of using MER on the length of time required
to carry out a DBS procedure.
Materials and methods: The time required to include MER in the DBS operation was calculated for the first
and second sides in 24 patients with PD. The number of microelectrodes used on each trajectory for the first
and second sides, and the percentage of permanent electrodes implanted on each trajectory for the first and
second sides, were quantified.
Results: The average times taken to use MER were 23.4 ± 6.2 min., 17.4 ± 6.5 min., and 41.2 ± 6.3 min for
the first side, second side and total procedure, respectively. In 75% of patients, the permanent electrode was
implanted at the planned target site for the first side and in 61% of patients for the second side.
Conclusions: MER extends the time required to carry out the DBS procedure. However, during surgery, it
provides real-time information on the electrodes’ neurophysiological locations and helps the surgical team
choose an alternative target if the planned target does not produce satisfying results.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has become a well-accepted treatment for
patients with advanced Parkinson’s disease (PD) 1-3. It is well-known that the success of DBS depends on the
accuracy in targeting the STN 4. Imaging techniques, stereotactic precision, and intraoperative microelectrode
recording (MER) procedures help with precise targeting. Historically, the STN was not detectable using
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for DBS; therefore, using intraoperative MER was essential 5. However, with
advancements in MRI, particularly the development of T2-weighed images, the STN can be observed directly.
Using this improved technology, centers began to apply direct targeting methods and rejected MER. There
are two main reasons why centers stopped using MER. First, there is an apparent risk of increased bleeding,
although some reports claim the opposite 6-12. Second, more time is required to carry out the operation. In this
study, we investigated the latter in a consecutive series of patients with PD who underwent DBS of the STN.

Materials and Methods
This is a prospective cohort study. Twenty-four (14 male) consecutive patients with PD were included. The
demographic data of the patients are presented in Table 1. All patients underwent DBS of the STN with
MER at the Ondokuz Mayis University (Samsun, Turkey) DBS center and were followed for at least one
year postoperatively. Twenty-three patients were operated bilaterally and one patient unilaterally. All patients
received preoperative clinical assessments using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) parts
I/II/III and IV, Schwab and England and Hoehn & Yahr scoring in the medication on and off states, and
preoperative psychiatric assessments. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for DBS procedures have been described
previously 13. Informed consent was requested and obtained from all patients, and the study was approved by
the local medical ethical committee. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Figure 1: (A) Coronal trajectory angles for the right and left STN trajectories depicted on a coronal illustration. (B) Sagittal trajectory
angles for the right and left STN trajectories depicted on a sagittal illustration.

Surgical procedure
Before surgery and for each patient, a preoperative MRI scan was performed (Siemens, 1.5-Tesla MR
Scanner, Erlangen, Germany) and the STN was defined by direct targeting on T2-weighted MR images. The
trajectory was planned and the number of MER electrodes was determined by the presence of vessels seen
with gadolinium on the T1-weighted MR images. On the morning of surgery, a Leksell G frame was mounted,
and stereotaxic computerized tomography (CT) was performed without contrast with a slice thickness of 1 mm
(Aquillon 16 CT scanner, Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan).
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In the next step, the MRI and CT images were fused and stereotactic coordinates were calculated on the work
station (Framelink 5, Medtronic Inc. Minneapolis, USA).
The doses of anti-parkinsonian drugs had been reduced in the days before surgery and administration of the
drugs was halted 12 h before the operation. All surgeries were performed under local anesthesia. Following
anesthesiologic preparation with dexmedetomidine hydrochloride, a pre-coronal burr hole was made on the
contralateral side from the most severe PD symptoms. Before placement of the MER electrodes, the patient’s
blood pressure was checked. The burr hole was covered with cottonoids to prevent substantial cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) leakage.
MER was performed with polyamide-coated tungsten microelectrodes (Medtronic; microelectrode 291; 10
μm width, impedance 1.1 ± 0.4 MΩ; measured at 220 Hz) in 1 mm steps from 10 mm above the target for the
first 5 mm, then in 0.5 mm steps until the end of measured STN activity and the start of substantia nigra pars
reticulata (SNr) activity. Signals were recorded with the Leadpoint system (Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA).
Before the test stimulation, which was performed with the same electrodes, patients were examined by the
neurologist and baseline values for the cardinal symptoms (rigidity, hypokinesia, and tremor if present) were
obtained. The microelectrode with the most typical STN pattern and the longest recordings in mm was always
selected for the test stimulation. Intraoperative macrostimulation was performed, with a frequency of 130 Hz
and a pulse width of 60 μs, in a step-wise fashion every 2 mm within the recorded STN electrophysiological
borders. At each 0.5 V step, the stimulus intensity was increased until a desired clinical improvement was
obtained or a rise in side effects was evaluated by a neurologist. Detailed clinical parameters were scored using
the UPDRS including: tremor (if present) and rigidity in all four extremities, finger taps, hand movements and/
or handgrips, and leg agility. If there were positive clinical results with low stimulation parameters, and side
effects were absent or only visible at higher amplitudes, the test electrode was removed and replaced with
a permanent electrode (Model 3389; Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA). If no satisfactory effect was acquired
during the test stimulation, the microelectrode that proved to be the second-best option was chosen for clinical
evaluation. This was, typically, the trajectory with the second longest STN activity. The permanent electrode
position was verified using fluoroscopy and the remaining microelectrodes were removed. Finally, the
permanent electrode was fixed in the burr hole with methyl methacrylate. The same procedure was performed
for the contralateral side. After the permanent electrodes’ procedures were evaluated and symptomatic bleeding
or other structural complications were investigated with T1- and T2-weighted scans, internalization of the
pulse generator (Activa PC; Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) was performed under general anesthesia.

Quantification of time-related details of MER
The following durations were recorded: the time between the first microelectrode placement as well as
the testing of the effects and side effects with macrostimulation, the marking of the chosen trajectory with
fluoroscopy, removal of the microelectrode and implantation of macroelectrode, checks on the trajectory with
fluoroscopy, and removal of other microelectrodes.
When the calculated and planned trajectories cannot be chosen, a second trajectory is required. The multiple
electrodes’ advantage is the immediate availability of a second-best trajectory based on the recordings. This
approach’s advantage is a gain in time.
The average coordinates for the X, Y, and Z axes and the average coronal and sagittal trajectory angles were
noted for all patients. The number of microelectrodes used on each trajectory for the first and second sides, and
the percentage use of the pre-planned trajectory for permanent electrode implantation on the first and second
sides, were also calculated.
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Postoperative clinical follow up
UPDRS part III assessments were scored in the stimulation off/medication off and stimulation on/medication
off states. The change in leva-dopa drug dosage (LEDD) at one year postoperatively was evaluated. Early and
late postoperative surgical, hardware and psychiatric side effects and complications were investigated.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as means ± standard deviations (SD) and were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed ranks
test. The level of statistical significance was defined as P < .05. All data were analyzed using the SPSS 15.0
software package (Version 15.0).

Results
The average functional coordinates for the patients who were operated on in the right and/or left sides are
presented in Table 2. The average coronal and sagittal trajectory angles are illustrated in Figure 1. One hundred
and fifty-nine microelectrodes were used (81 right side, 78 left side) in total for all patients. The average
number of microelectrodes used for the right and left sides was 3.5 ± 0.77 and 3.4 ± 0.87, respectively. The
average length of the STN measured with MER, for the first and the second sides to be operated on, were 5.6
± 1.8 mm and 4.8 ± 1.5 mm, respectively. Forty-seven permanent electrodes were implanted in all patients
(first side: 24, second side: 23). The first side to be operated on included placement of 9 right-side and 15 leftside permanent electrodes; the second side to be operated on included 15 right-side and 8 left-side permanent
electrodes (Figure 2).
Figure 2:
(A and C) Illustrations of Ben’s gun for the procedures
on the first side and the second side. The five circles of
differing colors within Ben’s gun demonstrate the five
different trajectories. The numbers shared in these five
trajectories denote the number of permanent electrode
implantations for each trajectory in this series. The
pie charts, shown in panels B and D, indicate the
percentage implantation for each trajectory in Ben’s
gun for the first side and the second side of the
procedure, respectively.

The time spent during the MER phase of the surgery for the first side, second side and total procedure was 23.4
± 6.2 min., 17.4 ± 6.5 min and 41.2 ± 6.3 min, respectively. UPDRS III scores, LEDD in Stim-On and StimOff states at the end of 1 year are presented in Table 1. In this study, there were no intracerebral hemorrhages
(ICH) due to radiological assessments. Other intraoperative and postoperative complications, and the side
effects related to surgery, hardware, and stimulation, are documented in Table 3.
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Table 3: Complications and side effects recorded one-year post
operation.

Table 1: Patient data prior to the operation and 1-year post
operation.

Table 2: Average functional coordinates for right and left STN.
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Discussion
In this study, the average period of time spent during the MER phase of the surgery was 41.2 ± 6.3 min for
bilateral DBS of the STN. Although there was no significant difference in the average number of microelectrodes
used during MER on the first and second sides, there was ~6 min time difference between procedures on each
side. In our experience, the level of cooperation from the patient decreases and confusion sometimes appears
during MER of the second side. Accordingly, the surgeons attempt to finalize the MER of the second side as
quickly as possible.
As far as we know, there has been no published work specifically measuring the time taken to perform MER
during DBS surgeries to date. However, some studies have evaluated the durations of DBS procedures with
and without MER 7, 14-17. Kinfe et al. reported that the average total DBS procedure times, calculated with
and without MER, are 199 min in 36 patients and 201 min in 32 patients, respectively 18. Interestingly, the
report indicates that the time taken for the procedure without MER is longer than when MER is performed.
In our experience, MER should start from 10 mm above the MRI-based target to 5 mm below it, performed
in 1 mm steps for the first 5 mm, followed by 0.5 mm steps until cessation of measurable STN activity.
About 25 recordings are taken per side. Above the STN, irregular, low-frequency patterns from the anterior
thalamus can be recorded, while non-specific patterns can be found in the zona incerta. The STN shows typical
electrophysiological activity, consisting of high-voltage spikes, burst firing of cells, and an obvious background
expansion. MER is stopped when STN activity disappears and substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) activity,
which consists of more regular cell firing patterns, appears. One explanation for the burst activity seen in
the STN is the loss of dopaminergic input to the STN 13, 17, 18. Dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra
inhibit STN cells. Some publications suggest that the time taken to perform MER may be reduced by starting
recordings at 6 mm instead of 10 mm from the MRI-based STN target 15. Although each recording takes 8–10
s, some authors claim even 1 s of MER per step is sufficient to define the STN’s electrophysiological borders
16
. To avoid orientation dysfunction in the patient, we prefer to start MER 10 mm above the target. We also
believe that MER of the STN is an important tool for the identification of the border between the STN and SNr.
Even with accurate AP and lateral coordinates, it is not easy to define the most inferior part of the STN if it is
difficult to see the border between STN and SNr structures on T2-weighted images. 19, 20.
The clinical outcome (improvement of UPDRS III scores) of our series, in which patients were operated
on using the MER technique, is similar to results from studies using the same technique in the literature 1,
10, 21
. However, there are many studies performed without MER which have clinical results similar to those
using MER 22, 23. Unfortunately, as far as we are aware, there have been no prospective randomized studies
comparing clinical outcomes for patients who have undergone DBS operations with and without MER. Reck
et al. published a series comparing the clinical outcomes of 32 patients with PD who underwent DBS of the
STN, including 22 patients who were operated on with MER, and 10 patients without MER 12. They found a
significantly better clinical outcome (UPDRS III scores) in patients undergoing MER compared with those
who did not undergo MER.
In our study, there was no ICH occurrence, which is the most feared complication of DBS in the STN using
MER. The estimated risk of an ICH in DBS of the STN varies between 0.2% and 5.6% in the literature 10, 22, 24,
25
. Hariz et al. claim that non-MER guided DBS surgery is five times safer in comparison to MER guided DBS
surgeries in terms of ICH risk 26. Xiaowu et al. reported that increasing microelectrode trajectories seemed
to increase the risk of ICH, but no statistically significant difference was found 23. In our previous study,
which included 220 patients with PD who underwent DBS of the STN, we found that the overall calculated
risk of ICH was 1.81% per patient, 0.3% per recording electrode, and 0.23% per brain insertion 11. Other
complications involved with performing DBS of the STN found in this study are similar to those reported in
other publications 27-30.
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In this study, the percentage use of central trajectories for permanent electrode implantations in the first and
second sides were 75% and 61%, respectively. Although we used cottonoids to prevent brain shift due to CSF
leakage, we believe that the percentage difference in use of the central trajectory for the first and second sides is
related to this factor. Therefore, the MER of the STN may be much more important for electrode implantation
on the second side. With the use of MER, error related to CSF leakage could be minimized or eliminated. Bour
et al. reported that, in 50% of their cases, the central trajectory was used for permanent electrode implantation
in a study of 29 PD patients when the authors performed DBS of the STN 15. In their series, they used a
combination of direct and indirect methods on the work station for preoperative targeting. In another study,
Reck et al. calculated the central trajectory implantation rate to be 73% in 22 patients with PD when DBS of
the STN was performed 12. In our previous study, we reported a central trajectory implantation rate of ~70%
using a combination of direct and indirect targeting methods 31. Toda et al. reported that the implant rate of
permanent DBS electrodes to the central trajectory was 81% in their series in which a 3T MRI machine was
used. Even the transition from 1.5T to 3.0T seems to improve targeting accuracy. A non-central trajectory is
currently used for one in five patients 14.
Today, it is well-accepted that, through advancements in MRI techniques and technologies, it is feasible to
perform the DBS procedure without using MER. However, we still believe that MER offers the DBS surgical
team a choice of using a second trajectory, when needed, to improve the effect of the therapy and reduce the
incidence of side effects.
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Discussion
In this study, the methodological aspects of DBS (Deep Brain Stimulation) surgery technique were reported,
investigated and questioned. Stereotactic frames, stereotactic localizers, stereotactic planning stations,
radiological imaging systems, neurophysiological recording systems, pros and cons of these technologies
were reported and discussed through five different studies. In addition to the retrospective qualitative analysis
of experienced technical events and complications, potential scenarios were designed and the effects of
these scenarios on surgical instruments and systems were investigated. Moreover, pros and cons of MER
(Microelectrode Recording) methodology in DBS surgeries were discussed and presented with respect to our
perspective and approach to DBS therapy.
The neurophysiological aspects of DBS surgery are still highly debated in the scientific community. Safety,
necessity and pros and cons of MER systems used in the examination of neurophysiological signals are among
the issues that are frequently discussed in the literature1-9. However, we have seen that there are very limited
data in the literature regarding to the complications that may be encountered during the use of the instruments
and technologies for DBS surgeries and management strategies of these complications. With this detailed
work focusing on methodological aspects of DBS surgeries, we have not only added our own experience and
comments to the existing discussions but also provided a new perspective and contribution to the literature.
With respect to our analyses, the technical complications were mostly originated from stereotactic frames and
stereotactic planning stations (Chapter 2). In prior studies related to the stereotactic surgery method, the focus
was mostly on stereotactic accuracy comparison of individual stereotactic surgery systems and stereotactic
surgery methodologies10-12. Nevertheless, in a very limited number of studies, the pitfalls in stereotactic
surgeries were highlighted and at some point, these studies mentioned similar complications in comparison to
ours. Zrinzo et. Al. emphasized the importance of stereotactic frame and planning station-related issues such
as the mounting of stereotactic frame to the patient head, patient positioning in the operating room, importance
of stereotactic equipment maintenance and image fusion process quality13. In the study we presented, the
issues highlighted by Zrinzo et. Al were detailed with more specific cases which were experienced in our
DBS centers. Additionally, complications related to stereotactic localizers which we do not encounter in the
literature were presented with different aspects. Particularly, complications experienced during the integration
of stereotactic localizers with planning stations, stereotactic frames and radiological imaging systems were
detailed and introduced within this study.
In the clinical application of DBS surgery, technical complications are not only linked with stereotactic frames
and planning stations. Complications arising from electrophysiological recording systems may lead planned
DBS cases to be delayed or canceled or to be performed with a different surgical technique. Artifacts that may
prevent the acquisition of neurophysiological recordings, recording problems related to recording electrodes,
and strategies to deal with these problems seem to be important need in the literature. Studies that focus on
this direction will add different dimensions to the discussion of methodological aspects of DBS surgeries.
However, this topic was not covered by the present study.
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Stereotactic accuracy is another important topic that needs to be questioned from different perspectives within
the discussion of methodological aspects of DBS surgeries. With this purpose we designed a phantom model
in order to investigate the effect of asymmetrical frame mounting on stereotactic accuracy (Chapter 3). Three
individual stereotactic frame mounting scenarios were designed with this purpose. We examined and compared
the final coordinates of the pre-defined target points for each scenario on three individual stereotactic planning
software packages. Then, we calculated the stereotactic coordinates manually by two individual observes
for these three scenarios and included the results into the comparison. As a result of the study, we showed
that asymmetric stereotactic frame mounting can lead to inaccuracies for the Z coordinate, particularly when
manual calculation method is considered.
There are several studies in the literature focusing on the accuracy comparison of individual stereotactic surgery
systems and methodologies within each other. In a very limited number of studies, the accuracy comparison
between stereotactic planning software packages and manual calculation method was documented10-12. The
main purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of the asymmetrical frame mounting on software
and manual calculation methods; however, we presented an accuracy comparison of the most frequently and
recently used stereotactic planning software packages and the manual calculation method.
In Chapter 4, we investigated the effect of computed tomography (CT) slice thickness parameter on
stereotactic calculations with another phantom study. First, we obtained seven CT image series of the DBS
electrode implanted phantom with different slice thicknesses. Then, we merged these CT series with thin sliced
MR images of the same phantom using a stereotactic planning station and software. Within the phantom, we
identified a specific recognizable part of the implanted DBS electrode as the target point for all merged series.
Finally, we compared the computed/calculated stereotactic coordinates of the specified target from all merged
series. We found that the stereotactic calculations were not affected by the changes in CT slice thickness
parameter (between 0.5mm and 5mm) when a 2 mm MRI was used as co-registration. Apart from all these,
it would be valuable for the literature to consider the other CT parameters as an investigation area that would
affect stereotactic calculations.
Another focus area within the study was the microelectrode recording (MER) method which has been causing
controversies in neurosurgical community. Firstly (Chapter 5), we reviewed the literature and focused on
how MER methodology started to be used in clinical applications historically. Then, the necessity of MER
methodology after the technological developments in MR imaging in the literature was discussed with current
controversies.
In the literature, important studies were supporting the fact that STN targeting performed on T2 weighted
MR images was highly correlated with the anatomic locations determined with MER and macrostimulation
methods14-16. Moreover, the results of our previous study which was investigating the correlation between
radiological and neurophysiological borders of STN was in line with literature17. However, in one third of the
DBS electrode implantations performed in our centers, the central trajectory of the MER system was not chosen
for the permanent electrode implantation18. Consequently, we emphasized that intraoperative electrophysiology
is not indispensable for DBS surgeries; however, it is important that the MER methodology and technology
provides the chance to correct systemic errors that may arise during the application of stereotactic surgical
approach.
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Finally in Chapter 6, we focused another controversial topic on the use of MER with a prospective study
which is the operational time of MER method. We found in the literature that one of the reasons why MER
method is questioned by some centers is the incremental effect of the method on operational time6, 19-21. With
that, we investigated the average time spent for MER during PD DBS surgeries with a prospective study
involving twenty-four patients who were operated in our centers. MER usage durations for the first operated
side of the brain, for the second operated side of the brain and the complete operation were 23.4 ± 6.2 minutes,
17.4 ± 6.5 minutes and 41.2 ± 6.3 minutes respectively.
As we compared the results of our study with previous ones in the literature, we were convinced that MER
procedure had an incremental impact on the operational time of the surgery. However, despite its disadvantages
in terms of operational time, we emphasized MER’s superiority in determining the borders of the target and
relevant anatomical structures with sub-millimeter precision when compared to MR guided implantation
technique. In addition, we calculated the percentage of central trajectory choice for the permanent electrode
implantation as 75% for the first side and 61% for the second side for a bilateral PD STN DBS surgery within
the same series. As a result, we emphasized that MER procedure may be more valuable for the permanent
electrode implantation of second side of a bilateral DBS surgery than the first side in order to compensate error
sources that might arise intraoperatively.

As we mentioned in previous sections, stereotactic surgery is an application that many factors contribute to
the success of the application such as intraoperative factors, human hand sensitivity, surgical instrument’s
physical conditions, surgical instrument usage and integration of individual stereotactic surgery technologies
between each other. The excessive number of factors involving in the success of stereotactic surgery approach
may also increase the number of error sources that may have effect on stereotactic accuracy. In this sense, we
believe that MER method provides an important maneuverability for DBS surgeries in order to compensate
possible error sources intraoperatively and is still preferred in many centers despite the use of high-resolution
radiological imaging technologies.

Conclusion
Modern surgical instruments, technologies and radiological imaging modalities are used extensively in the
clinical application of DBS surgery. At this point where technology and surgery intersect, it is inevitable
to experience various technical complications during the integration and use of individual technologies.
Identification and management of such complication sources is critical to the success of DBS therapy.
Asymmetric stereotactic frame mounting which appears as a technical complication source that might lead
errors on stereotactic accuracy was investigated with a phantom study and we found that asymmetric mounting
of stereotactic frame can lead inaccuracies in superoinferior axis (Z coordinate) if manual calculation method is
considered for use. In addition, the effect of stereotactic CT slice thickness increase on stereotactic calculations
was investigated with another phantom study and no effect was observed when CT images were fused with
thin slice MR images.
The use, advantages, disadvantages and necessity of MER methodology and technologies in DBS surgeries are
still being discussed today. MER method has an incremental effect on the operational time of DBS surgeries.
However, MER provides an opportunity of correcting systemic errors that may arise during DBS surgeries.
For the STN DBS surgeries performed bilaterally, the permanent lead implantation rate to the central trajectory
for the second operated STN is lower than the first operated side. In this sense, MER could be worthwhile to
compensate the systemic errors specifically for the second operated STN in a bilateral DBS surgery.
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Summary

In this thesis, the methodological aspects of DBS (Deep Brain Stimulation) surgery technique were reported,
investigated and questioned by 5 studies. In Chapter 2, we documented technical events encountered during
DBS surgeries from 1999 onwards with a retrospective qualitative analysis. The technical complications
were mostly originated from stereotactic frames and stereotactic planning stations. Stereotactic frame
related complications included movement-related fixation problems, head anatomy related problems, and
lack of maintenance related issues. Moreover, we detected some localizer related complications which were
compatibility issues of the stereotactic localizer and planning station, field of view effect on fiducials, air
bubbles in localizers using liquid solutions, and disengaged localizer effect. Lastly, planning station related
complications included image fusion failures and CSF signal effect on image fusion.
Frame mounting is considered one of the most critical steps in stereotactic DBS surgeries. In this sense, we
addressed the question whether an asymmetrically mounted frame influences the accuracy of stereotactic
electrode implantation (Chapter 3). After magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of a citrullus lanatus,
symmetric and asymmetric mounting of the frame, which could occur in clinical scenarios, was performed
with computed tomography (CT). We analyzed these images with tree different stereotactic planning stations.
Our results showed that an asymmetrically mounted frame did not affect the accuracy in the mediolateral axis
(X-coordinate) or the anteroposterior axis (Y-coordinate). However, we found a clinically relevant error in
the superoinferior axis (Z-coordinate). These results suggested that asymmetrical frame mounting can lead to
stereotactic inaccuracy in the superoinferior axis (Z-coordinate).
The slice thickness of a stereotactic CT is a matter of discussion but often thin slices are used and recommended
because of the high reported accuracy. In Chapter 4 we investigated if the stereotactic CT slice thickness has
an effect on stereotactic calculations and its accuracy. We used a phantom, a citrullus lanatus, implanted with a
DBS electrode. The deepest contact point of the electrode was the defined fixed target. Stereotactic coordinates,
ring and arc angles from all stereotactic CT scans with different slice thicknesses were recorded and compared
after fusion with a thin sliced non-stereotactic MRI. We found no significant effect of increasing slice thickness
of CT on the stereotactic calculation when fused with a thin-sliced MRI in a simulated stereotactic DBS setting.
Another focus area within the study was the microelectrode recording (MER) method. Firstly (Chapter 5),
we reviewed the literature and focused on how MER methodology started to be used in clinical applications
historically. Then, the necessity of MER methodology after the technological developments in MR imaging
in the literature was discussed with current controversies. Finally, we emphasized that intraoperative
electrophysiology is not indispensable for DBS surgeries; however, it is important that the MER methodology
and technology provides the chance to correct systemic errors that may arise during the application of
stereotactic surgical approach.
In Chapter 6, we focused on operational time of MER method. We investigated the average time spent for
MER during Parkinson’s Disease (PD) DBS surgeries with a prospective study. MER usage durations for
the first operated side of the brain, for the second operated side of the brain and the complete operation were
recorded and calculated respectively. In addition, we calculated the percentage of central trajectory choice
for the permanent electrode implantation for the first side and for the second side for a bilateral PD STN
DBS surgery within the same series. The results showed that MER procedure has an incremental impact
on the operational time of the surgery. However, we concluded that MER method provides an important
maneuverability for DBS surgeries in order to compensate possible error sources intraoperatively.

Impact

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a surgical therapy which has been applied to more than 160,000 patients
globally with neurological and psychiatric disorders since the first clinical application and it has been accepted
as the standard of care for refractory motor circuit disorders1. The annual rate of increase in the number of
cases in humanitarian device exempt (HDE) or emerging indications and Food Drug Administration (FDA)
approved indications is 36.1% and 7%, respectively2. Between 1991-2014, over 7000 scientific papers were
published about DBS3. The clinical application of DBS therapy stands out as an important area that draws the
attention of scientists and it is described as one of the most important developments in the field of clinical
neuroscience in the last two decades.
Parkinson’s disease and Epilepsy are the indications with the highest prevalence in the general population
among the FDA approved indications of DBS therapy4. Parkinson’s disease is the most common movement
disorder disease with a prevalence of 0.3% in the general population and 1% over the age of 60. It is a heavier
burden in aging populations5. Epilepsy is seen in approximately 50 million patients around the world while
20% of these patients have resistance to anti-epileptic medications6. Today, deep brain stimulation therapy is a
proven and promising option for patients suffering from these high prevalence neurological disorders7.
One of the factors affecting the success rate of DBS therapy is the anatomical positioning of the implantable
products to the desired structures in the brain with high accuracy. Despite the use of high technology surgical
systems and instruments for this purpose, complications linked to several sources are frequently reported
in the literature. In a study conducted in the United States between 2004 and 2013, DBS surgeries were
investigated from Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the National Surgical Quality Improvement
Program (NSQIP) and the ratio of DBS electrode revision or electrode removal operations to total DBS
surgeries was found 15.2% in the first system and 34% in the second system respectively8. Moreover, revision
cases due to improper targeting or therapeutic efficacy problems were 48% of total electrode revision cases8.
However, there is no clear data about the reason behind these improper targeted first electrode implantations
resulting with lead revision procedures. In addition, there is no study about the financial burden of electrode
revision surgeries on health care systems.
DBS electrode revision surgeries can bring time loss and incremental costs to healthcare systems. According
to a study in US, an average DBS electrode removal operation and an average re-implantation duration was
measured 76.38 min (SD±43.10) and 256.50 min (SD±166.68) respectively9. In another study conducted in
the US, the average cost of a DBS operation and the average cost of managing complications following the
first surgery was reported $40,063 and $4,665.10 respectively10.
Deep brain stimulation surgeries are mostly performed under two common implantation methods which
are asleep and awake surgeries11. Awake DBS surgeries are preferred due to the physiological conditions
required for microelectrode recording (MER) and macrostimulation applications, while these applications
are generally not used in asleep surgeries. However, these applications can bring additional burdens to the
centers in terms of time and cost. Moreover, there are opinions that these applications increase the surgical
risks of DBS surgeries12. However, despite all the time losses and additional costs, the benefits of MER and
macrostimulation applications are still supported and advocated by scientists13.

In this study, we reported the technical complications experienced in our centers that could lead improper
surgical planning, misplaced electrode implantations, additional surgical interventions, patient dissatisfactions,
time losses and additional costs which could add extra burden to healthcare systems and providers. Following
this, we simulated usage patterns that could lead adverse events described above and investigated to what extent
these usage patterns affect the accuracy and the output results of surgical planning systems and instruments.
Moreover, we discussed the pros and cons of the MER application, which is an important discussion area for
DBS literature. We investigated the time-wise effect of MER application for DBS surgeries and shared our
perspective on the benefits it provides. Over all, this study will present a different perspective to the DBS
literature on management and prevention of adverse events related to technical aspects of DBS surgeries,
patient dissatisfactions, loss of time and incremental costs.
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